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Abstract. We propose a lightweight traffic admission control scheme based on
on-line monitoring which ensures multimedia services quality both intra-domain
and end-to-end. The AC strategy is distributed, service-oriented and allows to
control QoS and SLS without adding complexity to the network core. For each
service class, AC decisions are driven by rate-based SLS control rules and QoS
parameters control rules, defined and parameterized according to each service
characteristics. These rules are essentially based on systematic on-line measure-
ments of relevant QoS and performance parameters. Thus, from a practical per-
spective, we discuss and evaluate methodologies and mechanisms for parameter
estimation. The AC criteria is evaluated as regards its ability to ensure service
commitments while achieving high network utilization. The results show that the
proposed model provides a good compromise between simplicity, service level
guarantee and network usage, even for services with strict QoS requirements.

1 Introduction

The deployment of multimedia services in the Internet has been fostering the adop-
tion of QoS models and related traffic control mechanisms in order to handle different
applications QoS requirements while using network resources efficiently. Class of ser-
vice (CoS) networks, such as Diffserv, are a step forward in pursuing this objective,
where flows with similar characteristics and service requirements are aggregated in the
same class. Controlling the admission of flows sharing a class allows to support new
traffic flows conveniently without compromising existing QoS commitments. An ad-
mission control (AC) strategy should consider three vectors: (i) assurance level; (ii)
control complexity; and (iii) network resources usage. Overprovisioning is currently
the most common way to provide QoS guarantees in network backbones. Although for
some ISPs overprovisioning is an attainable solution, in general, it is either not avail-
able or a solution too expensive. In our opinion, some degree of overprovisioning is
recommended so that the AC process can be relaxed and simplified. The level of ser-
vice guarantee to be provided is closely related to the complexity of the underlying
traffic control strategy. In fact, either using centralized or decentralized AC approaches,
the provision of guaranteed services, e.g. for hard real-time traffic, involves controlling
the state and load of traffic aggregates in the core nodes [1–3]. These solutions tend to
require significant network state information and, in many cases, changes in all network
nodes [3]. Furthermore, as they are closely tied to network topology and routing, their
complexity increases with the network dynamics. The provision of predictive services,
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e.g. for soft real-time traffic, allows a flexible AC, reducing AC control information and
overhead. In this context, measurement-based AC (MBAC) solutions involving all net-
work nodes [4], or only edge nodes [5–7] (EMBAC) have deserved special attention.
However, while leading to more efficient resource utilization, QoS degradation may oc-
cur. The need to control elastic traffic, for more efficient network utilization, has also
been discussed and implicit AC strategies have been defined [8].

A further step towards a generic and light AC model oriented to multi-service net-
works, able to operate both intra-domain and end-to-end has been proposed in [9]. The
present work details the main components of this model (section 2) focusing on its im-
plementation (section 3). The tuning and performance of the AC model is evaluated as
regards the underlying measurement process and effectiveness of AC rules (section 4).

2 The Admission Control Model

The AC model proposed in [9] considers: (i) the control of distinct network services
and assurance levels, to handle different application QoS requirements and traffic pro-
files; (ii) the operation intra-domain and end-to-end, controlling both the QoS levels
in a domain and the sharing of the existing SLS between domains to fulfill end-to-end
QoS requirements. As explained in [9] ingress routers perform explicit or implicit AC
depending on the application type and corresponding traffic class, while egress routers
perform edge-to-edge on-line QoS monitoring and SLS control. QoS Monitoring mea-
sures relevant parameters for each service (service metrics) reflecting service availabil-
ity from each ingress. SLS Control monitors the usage of downstream SLSs at each
egress to ensure that traffic to other domains does not exceed the negotiated profiles
and packet drop will not occur due to an indiscriminate traffic conditioning (TC) pro-
cess. QoS monitoring statistics, SLS utilization and associated parameters are then sent
to the corresponding ingress routers to update an Ingress-Egress service matrix used for
distributed AC and active service management.

Explicit and Implicit AC - Explicit flow AC is oriented to applications able to sig-
nal the network with their traffic profile and QoS objectives, e.g. streaming applications.
In this case, the AC decision requires two initial verifications (see Fig. 1): (i) SLS Uti-
lization Control checks if the downstream SLS can accommodate the traffic profile of
the new flow; (ii) QoS Control checks if, for the corresponding egress node and service,
the domain QoS metrics, the SLS QoS parameters agreed with the downstream domain
and the previous measures (if any) fulfill the application QoS requirements.

Each AC decision is based on a service dependent AC equation and thresholds de-
fined to ensure specific service guarantees. When a flow is accepted in the domain, the
notification may be generated either locally (local admission) or remotely (end-to-end
admission). The end-to-end case [9] is viewed as a repetitive and cumulative process
of admission control and available service computation, performed at ingress nodes. At
each domain the ingress node decides if a flow can be accepted, and if so the domain
service metric values are added to the flow request to inform the downstream domain
of the service available so far. Using the incoming and its own measures each domain
performs AC. This solution leads to a generic AC model, which can be applied both to
source and transit domains.
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Fig. 1. Admission Control Criterion

Implicit flow AC, oriented to elastic applications which do not use signaling, use
implicit detection of flows [8]. This type of AC, likely to be implemented only in the
source domain, will be restricted to SLS information and QoS monitoring.

3 Model Implementation

3.1 Definition of Service Classes and SLS

A differentiated services architecture needs to be supported by an adequate traffic classi-
fication strategy [10, 11]. As initial policy, we treat TCP and UDP traffic separately, be-
ing UDP traffic further divided according to the applications QoS requirements stringi-
ness. As result, three initial service classes were defined (see Table 1). Service Class
1 (SC1), supported by EF PHB, provides a high QoS performance service guarantee
and is oriented to streaming applications imposing hard real-time constraints. Due to
the high priority treatment this class requires in each network node, which may starve
low priority classes, the access to the corresponding service is tightly controlled. SC1
AC criterion will follow a conservative schema, with TC giving a severe treatment on
excess traffic (see section 3.2). Service Class 2 (SC2), supported by AF PHB, provides
a predictive type of service with low delay, low loss and minimum bandwidth guarantee
and is oriented to streaming applications with soft real-time constrains. SC2 AC crite-
rion will be less conservative, taking more advantage of statistical multiplexing. TC will
act on non-conformable traffic using a three-color marker (TSW3CM). In a first set of
experiments, only AF1x is considered. Service Class 3 (SC3) provides best-effort ser-
vice to adaptive TCP applications. Detailed classification rules for TCP differentiation

Table 1. Definition of Service Classes

Serv.Class Serv.Level Traffic type PHB AC Policing Scheduling

SC1 guaranteed UDP (hard RT) EF explicit & conserv. drop excess strict priority
SC2 predictive UDP (soft RT) AF explicit & flexible 3 color marker WRR
SC3 best-effort TCP BE implicit & relaxed 3 color marker WRR
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will be considered in the future taking the remaining AF classes. SC3 AC criterion will
be implicit and relaxed. The service classes are implemented resorting to class-based
queuing with priority weighted round-robin scheduling.

As regards SLS definition, both SLA template defined in [9] and QoS parameters
upper bounds for common applications defined in [12] have been considered here to
support SLS instantiation.

3.2 Admission Control Criterion

Establishing an admission criterion consists of defining the rules by which flows are
accepted or rejected. Usually AC criteria are parameter-based, measurement-based or
follow an hybrid scheme combining both. Parameter-based AC algorithms, oriented to
flows requiring a guaranteed service, tend to be conservative leading to low utilization
for bursty traffic. Measurement-based AC (MBAC) algorithms [4, 5] are less conserva-
tive, taking advantage of statistical multiplexing of traffic to increase network utilization
at an eventual cost in QoS degradation. In this way, MBAC is more suitable for flows
requiring a predictive service.

In the proposed model, the AC criterion is essentially measurement-based1 control-
ling both the QoS in the domain and the downstream SLS utilization. This leads to
the specification of two types of rules: (i) rate-based SLS control rules; and (ii) QoS
parameters control rules.

Rate-based SLS Control Rules - Let � be the set of ingress nodes, i.e. ���� �������
	�������������� and � the set of egress nodes in a domain, i.e. ��� � ��������	��������������� .
For each egress ������� with �� "!# %$ , one or more SLSs can be in place, one per
service type and per downstream domain. At this point, it is assumed a single mapping
between a service class within the domain and a downstream SLS for the corresponding
service type. As each SLS has a specified negotiated rate, a rate based Measure-Sum
(MS) algorithm is applied to control SLS utilization. Thus, for each ingress �'&(�(� with�) +*" -, , the equation used to verify if a new flow can be admitted takes both rate
estimate and flow traffic description, , i.e.

.0/2143
5  "6 /87�/ (1)

In (1) .9/ is the current measured load or estimated rate of flows using :2;<: / of� � �=� considering all the ingress-egress estimated rate for class > going through � � ,
i.e. . / �@? �ACB � .EDGF A ; 3 5 is the rate specified by the new flow H ; 6 / is the utilization
target for the SLS (with IKJ"6 /  L� ); and 7 / is the rate defined in :2;<: / .

QoS Parameters Control Rules - When controlling QoS levels in a domain, the
QoS parameters under control and corresponding thresholds can vary depending on
each service class commitments, the statistical properties of the traffic and degree of
overprovisioning. A new flow is accepted or rejected by checking the controlled param-
eters M)NO>QPR� ��S � � S 	 �������� S0T � of class > against the corresponding pre-defined thresholdU T

, i.e.
�VES �"M)NO>QPXW SYT  U T � , in which

U T
can be affected by a safety margin to the

1 Some degree of overprovisioning is considered for stringent QoS classes so that simplicity and
flexibility of MBAC can be useful to control these classes too.
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QoS parameter bound. Tuning these limits, making them useful and realistic indicators
of the overall QoS status is a fundamental aspect for AC, as shown in section 5.

Following the service definition provided in section 3.1, AC for SC1 and SC2 uses
both type of rules defined above. For SC1, a more conservative criterion is taken, con-
sidering the worst-case scenario (flow peak rates, concurrent AC taking place at other
ingress nodes and optimistic measures), larger safety margins and tighter thresholds.
Table 2 summarizes the AC criteria illustrating the type of QoS parameters under con-
trol for SC1, SC2 and SC3, which are then defined in Table 3. Recall that, due to the
nature of TCP traffic, where a flow has not a pre-defined rate, Equation (1) is applied as
a threshold for the estimated rate. The estimation mechanisms for the parameters under
control and the time granularity used in the estimation is discussed in the section 3.3.

From an end-to-end perspective, whenever a flow AC request specifies end-to-end
QoS requirements, QoS parameter control rules need to be extended to accommodate
an additional verification. For each specified parameter, this verification weights the
corresponding QoS parameter estimate/bound in the domain, its negotiated value with
the downstream domain and the cumulative value computed so far.

Table 2. Admission Control Criteria

Flow Inputs Network Inputs SLS Util. Control QoS Parameter Control
Class T.Desc. QoS Measures Parameter Method Parameter Method

SC1 peak rate if any load, IPTD, ipdv, IPLR rate MS IPTD, ipdv, IPLR thresh.
SC2 mean rate if any load, IPTD, IPLR rate MS IPTD, IPLR thresh.
SC3 n.a. n.a. load, IPLR rate thresh. IPLR thresh.

Table 3. Controlled QoS Parameters

Rate Parameters
Throughput � (bps) ����� ?����
	�� ��������
����� �
��� 	 �
Utilization � (%) � � ��� � ���
Delay Parameters (ms)
IP Transfer Delay ( ���! #" ) ���! !"$�&%('*) 	,+ �-% 	,. %('*) 	,+�/0	�1 %('*) 	,+
Mean IPTD ( ���! #" ) ���! #"$�&%2� 	 � + � ? % 	,.3�4/0	�1��5+ �,'*) 	�� ��������
����� �&%2� 	 � +
Inst. Packet Delay Var. ( � ' �6� ) � ' �6� �4�-%7���! #" �78 9�:�;7<�= / ���! #" �
8 9�:�;7<�>@?�=
Mean ipdv ( � ' �6� ) � ' �6� ��%2� 	 � + � ?BA � ' �6� � A �C'D) 	�� ��������2����� �&%2� 	 � +
Maximum IPTD EGF�H�%7���! !"$�5%('*) 	�+�I � 	 � +
Minimum IPTD E �
J %7���! #" � %('*) 	,+�I � 	 � +
IPTD Alarm ( K!LMF  E ���! #" ) K#LNF  E ���! !" � � ���! #" � %2� 	 � +O/ ���! !" �
Loss parameters (%)
IP Loss Ratio (IPLR) ���QPSR!���T'*) 	,� LNU ��	 �2�C'*) 	,� ����J*	 �
Mean IPLR ( ���QPSR ) ���QPSR!�&%2� 	 � + �T'*) 	�� ��������
����� %2� 	 � + �,'*) 	�� ����J*	 ��%2� 	 � +
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3.3 On-line Monitoring

In our study, the objective of on-line monitoring is twofold: (i) it allows SLS auditing
in the domain and (ii) it provides inputs for the AC decision module, which being mea-
surement based, requires a realistic view of the network status. The systematic use of
on-line monitoring for traffic load and QoS estimation, while allowing an active service
management avoids the common per application intrusive traffic and the initial latency
of EMBAC approaches. Furthermore, the effect of cross-traffic and other internally gen-
erated traffic (e.g. routing, management, multicast traffic) is implicitly considered.

The problematic of monitoring involves the definition of metrics, measurement
methodologies and timing decisions. ITU-T work on QoS in IP networks and particu-
larly IETF IPPM have defined a set of standard QoS and performance metrics and have
proposed measuring methodologies for them [13, 14]. Several tools useful for measur-
ing the SLS metrics have also been developed and tested [12, 15]. Taking these inputs
into account, on-line monitoring implementation options are discussed below.

QoS and Performance Metrics - Several edge-to-edge QoS and performance pa-
rameters have been identified to be controlled at each egress node. They are specified
for an given ingress-to-egress pair ( � & ����� ), class > and time interval � U (see Table 3).

Measurement Methodology - A measurement methodology can be either passive,
active or combinations thereof. Passive measurements are carried out on existing traf-
fic and are particularly suitable for troubleshooting; active measurements inject extra
traffic (probing) in the network for measurement purposes allowing to check QoS and
SLS objectives in a more straightforward way. Probing brings an additional advantage
when measuring edge-to-edge performance and QoS. As specific packets are injected
in the network containing timestamping and sequencing data, delay and loss estima-
tions are simplified. Obtaining these estimates combining link-by-link measures is not
an efficient and easy solution. However, as probing is an intrusive process, its impact
on the network load needs to be minimized. In the proposed model, in-band probing is
used per class and not per application which is a clear advantage over other EMBAC ap-
proaches as overhead is reduced. For each class, the parameters in Table 3 are estimated
and controlled, resorting to passive and active measurements. Comparing the outcome
of both approaches allows to assess and tune the probing process (see section 5.1).

Parameters Estimation - Apart from the measurement methodology, there are sev-
eral measurement mechanisms which can be used for parameter estimation. In partic-
ular, Time-Window (TW), Point Sample (PS) and Exponential Averaging (EA) mech-
anisms are commonly an option due to their simplicity [16, 4]. Although these mech-
anisms are usually applied to a single node, we have applied them to edge-to-edge
measurements. For SLS utilization control, the class traffic load is the estimated param-
eter, obtained resorting to the estimation mechanisms described above in order to assess
which one more closely reflects the real network behavior (see section 5.2). In order to
obtain a statistically meaningful number of samples, following [4], ��� :�� ��I with:��-��I�I	�R;
��� , where : is the sampling period controlling the measurement sensitiv-
ity, � is the window size controlling the mechanism adaptability, ; is the packet size
(bits) and � the transmission rate. As our estimates are edge-to-edge, dimensioning :
considers the one-way delay instead of � . As in [16], for each sampling period : , in-
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dependently of which estimation method is in use, the parameter average is evaluated.
For QoS control, the QoS parameter average in � U ( � U � : ) is used as estimate.

4 Simulation Scenario

To test the proposed AC model in a multi-class domain, a simulation prototype was
devised and set up based on NS-2 platform. The main objectives of the experiments are
threefold. First, we intend to assess the active measurement methodology as a whole.
Both probing patterns, probing periodicity and probing ability to capture each class
behavior are studied. Second, a comparison of the estimation mechanisms TW, Avg PS
and EA is carried out in order to evaluate which one provides the closest estimate to
reality, tuning : and � timing parameters. Third, the proposed AC criterion is evaluated
as regards its ability to ensure service commitments are not violated, while assessing
both network utilization and QoS safety margins.

Simulation topology - The simulation topology is illustrated in Figure 2. The net-
work domain consists of ingress routers � � ��� 	 , a core router � � and an edge router � � .
While � � multiplexes three types of sources, each type mapped to a different class, � 	 is
used to inject concurrent traffic. This allows to evaluate concurrency in distributed AC
and assess cross traffic impact. The domain internodal links capacity is 34Mbps, with a
15ms propagation delay. ;�� ����� � link works as a bottleneck in this network topology.
Access links have been configured so that intra-domain measurements are not affected.
In each node, each class queue is 150 packets long. The scheduling discipline follows
an hybrid Priority Queuing - Weighted Round Robin (PQ-WRR) and the active queue
management mechanism is RIO-C. The PQ-WRR(2,1) discipline gives to the highest
priority class (SC1) a strict priority treatment with a tight limit on a pre-defined rate
(10% of the bottleneck link), whereas the remaining class queues are served with a 2 to
1 proportionality. At network entrance, each traffic class is policed using a TSW3CM.

Source models - Generically, three source models have been considered: Constant
Bit Rate (CBR) sources, Exponential on-off (EXP) and Pareto on-off (PAR) sources.
PAR sources with � J��4J � under aggregation will allow to generate traffic exhibiting
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Table 4. Source Parameter Configuration

Class Protocol Src Type Src Parameters Inter. t Hold. t

SC1 UDP ��� R������ (r=100kbps, l=128B) 0.4-2s 60s
UDP �	� �
����� (r=200kbps, l=128B, on=off=500ms) 0.4-2s 60s
UDP �QK!R ����� (r=200kbps, l=128B, on=off=500ms, � =1.5) 0.4-2s 60s

SC2 UDP ��� R �����8 � (r=0.5Mbps, l=512B) 0.4-2s 120s
and UDP �	� �
������8 � (r=1Mbps, l=512B, on=off=500ms) 0.4-2s 120s
SC3 UDP �QK!R�������8 � (r=1Mbps, l=512B, on=off=500ms, � =1.5) 0.4-2s 120s
SC3 TCP FTP App. (r=unspecified, l=512B) 0.4-2s 120s

Probing UDP ��� R�� (r=1.6kbps (2pkts/s), l=100B) 1 src sim. dur.
UDP �	� ��� (r=1.6kbps, l=100B, Poisson) 1 src sim. dur.
UDP �	� � � (r=3.2kbps, l=100B, on=off=250ms) 1 src sim. dur.

long-range dependence [10]. As this property has a significant impact on queuing be-
havior and on the nature of congestion leading to unexpected QoS degradation, larger
safety margins may be needed. SC1 comprises UDP traffic with small to medium peak
rate and packet sizes, as usually generated by some real-time streaming applications,
such as VoIP. SC2 comprises UDP traffic with higher peak rate and packet sizes. Initial
tests consider UDP traffic in SC3. The flow arrival process is Poisson with exponentially
distributed interarrival and holding times. Table 4 details the parameters choice. As re-
gards probing, three in-band source types have been defined. In [17], two packets per
second according to a Poisson distribution are used as a probing scheme to assess loss
and delay between any two network measurement points. Here, the adequacy of this
pattern is tested and compared with both CBR and Exponential on-off probing. The use
of EXP-like sources prevent possible synchronization among probing and other events
in the IP network [17].

Service and AC Configuration - Table 5 illustrates the main parameters used to
configure the AC rules, for controlling both SLS utilization and domain QoS levels.
Three downstream SLSs have been considered, one per service class, with a negotiated
rate ( 7 / ) defined according to the traffic load share intended for the corresponding class
in the domain. The MS algorithm that rules SLS utilization has specific utilization target
( 6 / ) values depending on how conservative the AC decisions must be. For instance, a6 / =0.75 corresponds to impose a safety margin of 25% to absorb load fluctuations and
optimistic measures. This value can be viewed as a degree of overprovisioning. The AC
thresholds for QoS control in the domain are set taking into account the domain topol-
ogy dimensioning, queuing and propagation delays, and perceived QoS upper bounds
for common applications and services [12].

5 Simulation Results

In this section, the results are discussed as regards: (i) the probing process (ii) the esti-
mation mechanism and (iii) the AC criteria. The results were obtained running multiple
simulations of about 8 minutes, discarding results from an initial convergence period.
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Table 5. Service Parameter Configuration

Service Class SLS Rate R�� (% share) Util. Target
�
� QoS Parameter Threshold

SC1 3.4Mbps (10%) 0.75 IPTD,ipdv,IPLR 35ms,1ms, �����	�
SC2 17.0Mbps (50%) 0.90 IPTD,IPLR 50ms, ���
� �
SC3 13.6Mbps (40%) 1.00 IPLR ��� � �

5.1 Evaluation of the Probing Process

Generically, the probing process is assessed as regards its ability to capture classes be-
havior realistically, and used for monitoring network status. Initial tests consider three
distinct probing sources (CBR, POI, EXP) to measure the parameters defined in Ta-
ble 3. For each class, the probing measuring outcome was cross-checked against the
corresponding measures using the class real traffic.

Despite the traffic type in each class, the results obtained are consistent and similar
for the probing sources considered. Our major findings are: (i) probing can be success-
fully used to evaluate both IPTD and mean IPTD. This is true both for capturing the
shape and scale of these QoS metrics. Figure 3 shows an almost perfect match for the
mean IPTD. This is valid even for probing rates as low as two packets per second. (ii)
for the test conditions, probing is inappropriate for measuring both ipdv and IPLR, as
Figure 3 shows. As ipdv is a consecutive packet measure, probing gaps lead to higher
measures as consequence of queue occupancy variations. For IPLR, as loss is typically
seen as a rare event and probing packets are marked as high priority (green) packets, the
probing method is again inadequate. The exception to this behavior, occurs when traffic
in a class suffers heavy loss (over 10%). This mis-behavior can be reduced resorting to
higher probing rates and using red-marked probe traffic. However, the overhead intro-
duced may be prohibitive, in particular, if it is performed in-band. Due to its particular
rate characteristics probing rate cannot be directly compared to class throughput. For
bandwidth monitoring, specific probing techniques must be used [18, 19].

5.2 Evaluation of the Estimation Mechanism

In a first instance, the evaluation method consists of determining on how close an es-
timate is to the real traffic load. In this way, the rate estimation of each service class
using the estimation mechanisms TW, Avg PS and EA is compared (see Figure 4), tak-
ing Avg PS estimates as reference. This is because Avg PS represents the real aggregate
mean rate in a pre-defined interval : .

Usually, TW leads clearly to over estimation of the metric and, in practice, it can
be a very conservative method. In special, when the window � is reinitialized upon
a new flow admission and for short flow interarrivals, the estimate increases steadily
as the departure of flows is not taken into account. The ratio between flow duration
and � is studied in detail in [4]. However, this method allows to consider in advance the
weight the new admission might have. This also occurs with EA, where the estimation is
artificially increased when a new flow is admitted. This estimation method is controlled
by the weight parameter � , where for �(�LIY� �
� a closer match is achieved (Fig. 4).
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As far as AC is concerned, there are other aspects to consider: (i) the estimate is due
to be used during a time interval � and (ii) the estimate needs to reflect, and somehow
foresee, the network behavior trends. The tests on AC criteria show that Avg PS allows
to achieve high network utilization without service violations, for CBR traffic. How-
ever, for EXP and PAR traffic, all services have suffered disruption. EXP/PAR traffic
fluctuations and a particularly low estimate results in over acceptance. When this hap-
pens, in the next estimation period, the AC rate and QoS control rules will stop the new
flows’ entrance, however, degradation occurs during the lifetime of the existing ones.
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Fig. 3. Class (left) and Probing (right) Mean IPTD, Mean ipdv and IPLR (time interval of 2s).
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Fig. 4. Estimation mechanisms for (T=10; S=1; � � ��� ��� ; flow (EXP, 500kbps, i.a.t.=0.4s,
h.t.=120s) (a) reseting T (b) without reseting T on flow admittance.

This effect can be reduced with TW and EA due to their initial accounting on the flow
rate. In fact, an immediate increase on the estimate, reflecting the impact of the new
flow will have, allows a more adaptive and conservative AC.

5.3 Evaluation of the AC Criteria

While the active monitoring process is being tuned, passive measurements are used
to evaluate the proposed AC criterion so that results are not misleading. The Avg PS
mechanism (with :"� ���

) which represents the real average values for the parameters
under control is used. In these experiments, concurrent SC3 traffic is injected through
ingress I2. As expressed in Table 5, SC1 traffic is blocked whether the sum of the rate
estimate .0/ and the flow’s peak rate 35 is above 75% of the class share (see Equation 1),
or any of the QoS controlled parameters exceed the pre-defined thresholds. For SC2,
a safety margin of 10% ( 6 / =0.9), was defined and the flow mean rate is used instead.
SC3 does not uses safety margin but controls IPLR. The tests are performed under high
demanding conditions with a flow interarrival of 400ms.

Table 6 summarizes the results obtained for each class and each source type as
regards: (i) the average of concurrent active flows; (ii) the percentage of packets ex-
ceeding the pre-defined delay bounds; (iii) the total loss ratio; (iv) the new utilization
target proposal, for which no packet QoS violations occur and (v) the new average of
concurrent active flows. The results obtained show that while for CBR traffic there is
no loss and reduced delay violations, for EXP and PAR sources an increasing packet
loss is clearly noticed. Although, the AC rules are effective in blocking new flows when
QoS degradation or an excessive rate is sensed, the effect of previously accepted flows
persists over the next intervals while they last. This over acceptance is caused by traffic
fluctuations combined with the type of estimation mechanism used (without prevision).
To minimize this, more conservative estimates or larger safety margins are needed. We
have explored this last option for EXP traffic, where new safety margins leading to no
packet QoS violations were established. Fig. 5 (b) shows that, under the new defined
margins, the AC criteria achieves good network utilization. In this tuning process, we
found that, in SC3, IPLR is a difficult parameter to control. Even when the total loss
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Table 6. AC Test Results

Class Src Type #act flows %pkts viol:(IPTD;ipdv) %IPLR New Util.Target new #act flows

SC1 ��� R ���
� 26.0 (0.41 ; 0.14) 0.0
� � �
���
� 27.0 (0.33 ; 0.08) 2.2 0.55 19
�QK#R ����� 26.5 (0.30 ; 0.08) 2.9

SC2 ��� R ���� 31.5 (0.05 ; n.a) 0.0
� � �
���� 34.5 (0.07 ; n.a) 1.5 0.75 27.5
�QK#R������ 34.0 (0.08 ; n.a) 1.1

SC3 ��� R ����� 16.0+16.0 (n.a. ; n.a) 0.7
� � �
����� 15.5+17.5 (n.a. ; n.a) 17.4 0.80 13.5+14.5
�QK#R ��� � 16.5+19.0 (n.a. ; n.a) 20.2

is below the defined upper bound, the Mean IPLR per interval may exceed the corre-
sponding threshold. This may be due to the low weight in the scheduling discipline
which serves the corresponding queue. The results also shows that SC1 can be particu-
larly affected by the scheduling mechanism. While PQ is suitable and commonly used
to handle in-profile high priority traffic, if the aggregate rate exceeds the maximum rate
allowed by the scheduler, the class is severely punished. This is evident through an
increase of IPTD and IPLR (see Fig. 5 (a)), which stems from a head-of-line blocking
while waiting for the scheduling cycle to be completed. This stresses the need of having
a tight control on this class and a wider safety margin.
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Fig. 5. (a) Mean IPTD (for EXP sources and initial utilization target) (b) Utilization for the new
utilization target (considering the bottleneck capacity of 34Mbps)

6 Conclusions

In this paper we discussed and evaluated a distributed AC model for the management of
multimedia services quality in class-based networks. We evaluate the two main compo-
nents of the model: the monitoring process, which controls QoS and SLS parameters,
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providing inputs to AC; and the AC criteria which guide the AC decisions. Parameter
estimation methodologies and mechanisms are compared and tuned. Both probing pat-
terns and periodicity were assessed as regards its ability to capture the behavior of the
different classes. The results show that probing is a good solution to measure IPTD, but
did not capture ipdv and IPLR behavior properly. The evaluation of the proposed AC
criteria as regards its ability to ensure service commitments shows that using proper
AC rules and safety margins the simplicity and flexibility of this measurement-based
AC approach can be successfully used to manage service quality.
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